Your peace of mind is our priority
With the guarantee of No. 1 Alarm System in Spain and Europe.
With over 25 years' experience, we protect homes and businesses
in 14 countries worldwide. Protect what matters most
to you with the leading alarm company.

We take care of everything

so that you don't have to worry about anything.
The most advanced technology
Leaders in innovation
At Securitas Direct we are
continuously innovating and
developing the most reliable and
advanced security solutions to offer
our customers the best protection.

Total control, in your hands
With My Verisure App you will be able to:
Control your alarm wherever you are
Connect / disconnect the alarm
Request images of what is happening
Monitor your business's comfort levels
Control entry and exit times of your
employees...

Lifetime warranty and maintenance
100% INCLUDED

24-hour Phone line: 902 118 317
www.securitasdirect.es

RNSP: 2737

All our Alarm System devices have a
lifelong warranty. We also provide a 24hour technical assistance and customer
service to ensure that your alarm is always
in perfect condition

SECURITAS DIRECT ALARMS
Always ahead of the curve, protecting your business.

Anti-intrusion Alarm

Sentinel Anti-jamming Alarm

The best protection for your business
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The best protection against the most advanced burglaries

Early intrusion detection
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Our advanced technology allows us to detect the burglar and activate the security protocol before
he has even entered the premises.
1. Maximum
deterrence

2. Access
protection

No burglar will want to
break into a place where
he knows he won't be
able to steal anything.

Protection for
doors and windows
with impact sensor.

Deterrent
signs
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3. You can move around
freely inside your business
premises

Jamming detection
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1. Anti-jamming
deterrence
Warning signal to the burglar
that if he uses a jammer it will
be detected.

Activate just part of the
system’s sensors, creating
an external protective
barrier.

Shocksensor

Control Panel
Partial Mode

The best human response: immediate intervention with ZeroVision. NEW

2. Jamming detection

3. Real time information

When Sentinel detects a jamming signal,
it immediately sends an alert to our Alarm
Monitoring Station.

You can check at any time whether
your alarm is being jammed thanks
to Sentinel´s display screen.

Deterrent signs
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More than 1.500 antennas
deployed throughout
Spain
.

Immediate intervention with ZeroVision

NEW

Security guard
If there is an attempted break-in, our Security guard will check
your property and will remain until it is secure.

Sentinel

SOS
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Professional intervention: specific anti-jamming
protocols.

EXCLUSIVE
SOS panic button in jamming

The best human response: 24 hour assistance
with the highest priority
Specialised agents in attending emergencies
Our experts are at your disposal 24 hours a day to
respond immediately in the event of an emergency.

Always active,
jammer-proof,
it protects you
at all times
just like
a sentinel should.

Personal assistance in the event of an
emergency
You will have our support at all times: thanks to
the control panel's speak-listen module, you can
stay in contact with one of our specialists until your
security is assured.

Jamming
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Temperature

If there is an attempted break-in with a frequency jammer, out specialised agents
will activate the anti-jamming protocol.

Humidity

Specialised agents
Our security experts are specialised and trained
in receiving jamming signals and knowing how to
act in seconds using the most exclusive verification
protocols They will alert the Police or send a
Security guard if necessary

Sentinel constantly monitors the
temperature, humidity, and air
quality levels to alert you in case of
danger

If you have any kind of emergency while you are inside your business, we will
respond with the highest priority from our Alarm Monitoring Station.

In the event of a verified intrusion, we will generate a
zero visibility situation through a thick fog that will block
burglar's vision to prevent theft.

In the event of a verified intrusion, we call the Police immediately.

EMERGENCIES

2. Environmental hazards

Our alarm has an SOS system that you
can activate at any time and in any
emergency.

Securitas Direct alarm is able to continue transmitting alarm signals even if the burglar
uses a frequency jammer thanks to its exclusive ATN network that is immune to
jamming.
ATN Network

Thanks to our experience of over 24 years protecting homes and businesses in Spain, we maintain a close
cooperative relationship with the Police and Security Forces which ensures us of their utmost commitment when
responding to our calls.

SOS

2. Emergencies in
your business premises

SOS

ATN transmission network immune to jammers

Our cutting-edge devices and technology allow us to verify
every alarm trigger using image and audio in a record
average time: 29 seconds.

Professional intervention: police alert + guard response.

Detection of danger and emergencies
Sentinel offers you the best protection for you and your employees because it is always on the look-out to ensure
there is no danger in your business premises (SOS panic alert, sudden change in temperature, etc.).

Exclusive to
Securitas Direct

Verification in 29 seconds

Notification to the Police

The best protection for you and your employees

The most advanced burglars use frequency jammers to block alarm signals. Sentinel scans the surrounding area constantly
looking for any jamming signal that could endanger the security of your business premises.

Our Alarm Monitoring Station is the largest and most advanced in Europe, with specially
trained security experts who monitor every alarm trigger using the most advanced verification
protocols that enable us to act immediately if there is an attempted intrusion.
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Protection against hazards and emergencies

Air quality

SOS

SOS emergencies

Professional intervention: 112 alert.
Our specialised agents will also take care of contacting the fire service,
Police or ambulance service whenever you need them.
112 alert (ambulance and fire service)
Our alarm offers you help in everyday emergency
situations
A small fire, a customer who is choking: accidents
and emergencies are common, so having an
expert who will support you and contact the
emergency services in cases like this can make a
difference... it may be crucial.

Securitas Direct

